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News. USD and bevond

The Legacy of Matthew
Shepard USD learns the price of hate crimes
Jeremy Horn • StafifWriter
In October of 1998, a
University of Wyoming stu
dent was lured from a bar to
a remote pasture, tied to a
fence, beat with a pistol and
left to die. All simply be
cause he was gay.
His name was Matthew
Shepard, and he eventually
died, five days later. The two
men responsible for his death
were later arrested, tried and
found guilty.
Judy Shepard, mother of
Matthew Shepard, will be
presenting "The Legacy of
Matthew Shepard," on
Thursday, September 21 at
7p.m. in Forum AB of the
Hahn University Center. Ad
mission is free.
Since the tragic death of
her son, Judy Shepard has
started the Matthew Shepard
Foundation, an organization
devoted to educating and re
ducing the intolerance that
lies at the center of hate.
She testified before the
Senate Judiciary Committee
in support of the Hate Crimes
Prevention Act, appeared in
numerous public service an
nouncements and has be
come actively involved with
Parents, Families and
Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (PFLAG).
The title of the presenta
tion refers to the social jus
tice causes, which Matthew
Shepard devoted a signifi
cant part of his life to fight
ing.
These causes are now
taken up by his mother. "We
just hope we're doing what
he would want us to do," said
Judy Shepard.
"I realize that what I can
try and accomplish is to
make people aware. We get
so complacent in our lives

that we forget not everyone
is safe, and frequently, it is
our children who aren't
safe."
Many students may
wonder how this topic ap
plies to USD.
"No one is immune to
hate crimes," reminds
Guadalupe Corona, Assis
tant Director of Student Ac
tivities for United Front. "It
can happen anywhere, any
time."
The diverse groups that
compose the United Front,
including PRIDE and the
Rainbow Educators, deny
that dealing with people of
diverse ethnicity and back
grounds are issues for other
universities and not USD.
In order to combat hate
and intolerance on campus
students must learn to live in
a diverse environment.
"We do ongoing train
ing and diversity forums,
educating and giving stu
dents the tools and support
to document and deal with
hate crimes," said Judy
Shephard.
Hate crimes and issues
of intolerance can have both
physical and psychological
effects.
"Hate crimes have seri
ous psychological effects on
victims," said Dr. Adriana
Molina, one of the senior
Staff Psychologists in the
Counseling Center.
"Hate crimes are also
important to address, so we
can reduce the crime level
and create a community of
acceptance and appreciation
of differences."
What students can do
said Molina, "Is to challenge
any negative cultural climate
or any stereotype that moves

Judy Shepard, mother of Matthew Shepard, will be presenting "The Legacy of Matthew Shepard," on
Thursday, September 21 at 7p.m. in Forum AB of the Hahn University Center. The title of the
presentation refers to the social justice causes, which Matthew Shepard devoted a significant part of
his life to fighting.

us away from such a commu
nity.
Learning about these is
sues can ultimately help us to
be appreciative of others and
help us grow personally and
as a community."

The Counseling Center
offers its resources to indi
viduals that have been vic
tims of hate crimes, or for stu
dents who have any hate
crime related issues or per
sonal concerns.

For more information on
Hate Crimes Awareness
Week, call 260-4715 or visit
the Associated Students web
site at http://as.acusd.edu.
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Jose Montoya to Speak at USD
Amanda Thurston

For the first time at USD,
poet Jose Montoya will be
speaking on Wednesday, Sep
tember 27, at 6:30p.m. in the
University's Manchester Audi
torium. Montoya will be read
ing a selection of his poems and
end with a book signing.
Montoya's poetry is dis
tinctive because of his innova
tive mix of Spanish and English
as well as his use of barrio
slang. His poetry also mixes
dry humor with art and politics.
"Montoya's poetry is very
reflective of what was happen
ing at the time. He made his
mark by establishing trends that
are continued today," said Spe
cial Events coordinator, Chris
Mattson. "He showed that you
can mix languages in poetry.
His ability made him an instru
mental leader among Chicano
poets and youth."
Montoya uses art as a tool
to teach Chicano history. "I am
art, I do art in my sleep. I sow
art every second that I am
awake. I use whatever is at my
disposal to do art and to leam
art and to teach art and to em
brace art," said Montoya.
Montoya is one of the
Chicano movement's most

• StaffWriter

highly respected fig
ures. Montoya's
major contribution
to the Chicano
movement was dur
ing the 1970s, when
he co-founded a cul
tural
collective
called the Royal
Chicano Air Force
(RCAF).
Montoya along
with the RCAF used
art as a persuasive
means to promote
upcoming events
and political rallies.
Montoya and the
RCAF also estab
lished programs in
the community for
over 30 years.
Montoya will
also be speaking on
Chicano art and ac
tivism on September
28 at 12:15p.m. in
the Hahn Center in
Room 106.
M.E.Ch.A., Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicana y Chicano
de Aztlan, is responsible for
bringing speakers to USD for
Chicano Heritage Month.
Mary Salas, the first Latin
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Jose Montoya uses art
as a tool to teach
Chicano history. "I
am art, I do art in my
sleep. I sow art every
second that I am
awake. I use what
ever is at my disposal
to do art and to learn
art and to teach art
and to embrace art,"
said Montoya.

councilwoman, is speaking on
behalf of M.E.Ch.A. for
Chicano Heritage Month on
Wednesday, September 20
from 7p.m. to 9p.m. in UC Fo
rum A. M.E.Ch.A. is providing

a catered dinner and live
mariachi, which will start at
6p.m.
M.E.Ch.A is also hosting
Youth Day on the Immaculata
lawn from 12p.m. to 1:30p.m.

La Nueva 106.5 will be at this
event. For more information or
questions regarding Chicano
Heritage Month, students can
call the United Front at 2602395.

Homecoming rapidly approaching
Lisa Zollner • StaffWriter

Your "Magic Moment
may be coming up, and
Homecoming may be your
day!
Homecoming this year is
on October 7 and tickets are
on sale now at the UC box of
fice. A ticket for dinner and
dancing costs $50 and a ticket
for only the dance costs $25.
This year's theme is
"This Magic Moment," and
the dance will be held at the
San Diego Marriott Hotel and
Marina on Harbor Drive.
Associated Students
plans to make Homecoming
this year an even bigger suc
cess than last year. "I went
to last year's Homecoming
dance and was very im

pressed," said junior Neil
Curtin.
"My expectations prior
to the dance were low, but it
ended up being one of the
most fun dances I've been to.
I don't think this much time
and effort are put into a
Homecoming dance at a large
university. That's one of the
things that makes USD so
unique."
Homecoming candi
dates will begin campaigning
on Thursday, September 21.
The elections will be held on
Tuesday, September 26 and
Wednesday, September 27.
Students can vote in the UC
upper foyer anytime between
10am and 5pm.

"
All of the clubs and or
ganizations on campus nomi
nate their best candidate for
the Homecoming court. Rep
resentatives will be chosen
from the freshman, sopho
more, and junior classes and
a king and queen will be cho
sen from the senior class.
Last year's king and
queen were Kyle Rowen
from Lambda Chi Alpha and
Jen Wright from Alpha Phi.
The winners of the court
will be announced in front of
the UC on Thursday, Septem
ber 28. This year's winners
will be announced during
half-time at the Homecoming
game.
Homecoming is always

a big event for Greek life be eryday on campus," said se
cause it gives everyone a nior Stephanie Young.
chance to represent their so
Homecoming is also
rority or fraternity and also one of the last events that se
have fun with all of their non niors will participate in dur
affiliated friends.
ing their last year at USD.
"It's a lot of fun to go to "It's a great chance for se
the game with my Kappa sis niors to have a memorable
ters and cheer on our candi evening before they gradu
dates," said junior Krissy ate," said senior Andrea
Pacala. "Even if one of our Laird.
girls doesn't win, it's still fun
Even if you're not a se
to go and show spirit."
nior, Homecoming is for ev
Although Homecoming eryone and is one of the most
is a big event for the Greek exciting events of the school
community, it's also a great year. Tickets are selling fast
way for anyone to meet new so hurry to the box office to
people and have a good time. day and be a part of Home
"It's the perfect oppor coming 2000.
tunity to see people you don't
get the opportunity to see ev

!
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Got flu? There may he no cure
Rachel Oriol • Staff Writer

If you want a vaccine for
the flu, you may not be able
to get one from the Health
Center.
This
year,
the
University's Health Center
will only give flu shots to at
risk students, due to problems
manufacturing the vaccine.
Many students suffer

seasonally from the flu, ac
cording to the Health Center.
Particularly at-risk students
include those with asthma,
chronic disease, health care
workers and others with seri
ous immune problems.
The Center for Disease
Control and Prevention
(CDC) said that people across

Irrevelant Photo of the Week

the United States will have to
wait to receive the vaccine.
The Health Center will
not distribute the shot to stu
dents who qualify until midNovember.
Previously, the Health
Center provided 350 shots last
season. This year, the Health
Center will only be able to

provide half the number of
shots as last year.
"The best way to stay
healthy over the flu season is
to get plenty of rest, exercise
regularly, and eat a healthy,
well-balanced diet," said
Nurse Kathleen Longmire.
If students have any
questions or want to find out

if they qualify as an at risk stu
dent, they can contact the
Health Center at 260-4595.
They may also visit them in
Camino 161. The Health
Center is open Monday
through Thursday from
8:30a.m. to 4p.m. Consulta
tions are free.

aturally, the country's premiere leadership school
offers only the finest classrooms.

PHOTO COLLAGE BY DOMINIC MUCCIACITO AND CALEY COOK
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For more
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Parking woes continue
Casey Skinner • StaffWriter

It's no secret that parking
at USD is a problem. For
Vista residents, it has become
even more problematic.
The shortage of parking
spaces at the Vista apartments
is forcing residents to park
anywhere from loading zones
to fire lanes. Vista resident
and sophomore, Vanessa
Ultela, has admitted to park
ing in loading zones and the
Jenny Craig construction site
many times because she
couldn't find any open
spaces. Tim Dewer, also a
Vista resident, says he parks
in the fire lane because there
are no spaces past 7pm.
With current construction
not expected to finish until
late October, many residents
feel they're getting the short
end of the space. "They give
you a parking permit, but it's
no good, it's useless. We've
got no parking, so what's the
permit for," added Utela.
Parking at the Vistas has

always been tight, especially
during major sporting events.
However, current parking
conditions seem to reflect a
major event is taking place
everyday. In an attempt to
solve this problem, construc
tion is under way for addi
tional parking spaces located
east of the Vistas.
The new parking lot,
which was supposed to be
completed this summer, was
delayed two months due to
permit conflicts with the city.
Now USD is trying to make
up for lost time, and residents
are feeling the effects from
construction. "Every morn
ing at 7a.m., I hear them,"
said Utela.
Tram driver Norm
Auseme says, "It's simply a
case of too many people and
not enough spaces."
However, parking super
visor, Chris Coleman, says
that although the student
population has increased

slightly, construction is the
sole problem. "Right now,
parking is bad for everybody,
but we're trying to be lenient
and not so much enforce
parking but accommodate."
Despite
parking
enfacemaik
increase
in
leniency,

can students park?
Last week, Public Safety
allowed students to park in
fire lanes in the West Olin lot
and in "the pit," but students
are no longer allowed to park

in these areas. If you're in a
tow away zone or reserved
space, your car will be im
pounded and you will receive
a ticket, so think smart and
park only in designated areas.

Public
Safety is
still ticke t i n g

c a r s .
Public
Safety
has is
sued over
two hun
dred citat i o n s
since the
first day
o
f
classes.
Whete

Kappa/ Alpha/ t h e t a / a*id/
llvxiMerbtty

of

A TradCtUyn/
New
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For Spring 2001
Study Abroad in

Oxford, England
St. Clare's College
or
The Centre for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies

For More Information, See
Dr. Cynthia Caywood, Oxford Coordinator
12:00 M, Founders 170B
or
Chad Feehan, Oxford Administrative Assistant/ St. Clare's Alum
Tu/Th, 12:30-3:30, Founders 106
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE OCTOBER 19

Reception/
Sunday, September 24th"
at 6pm/in/the/
faculty and/ Staff-Vining^ Room/.
AU/ upper -cla^y and/ transfer women
are/ irvuLted/ to attend/.

for further Lnformatiotv please/ catb
Lara/ and/ KrUten
858-638-7248.
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To vote or not to vote
U.S. Presidential elections held in less than two months
Heather Perry • Staff Writer
Presidential elections will
be held on November 7.
Since most students were
18 or younger during the last
election, this will be the first
time that most undergraduates
will be able to vote.
Along with this wave of
new voters at the University
comes the opportunity for stu
dents to impact campus life and
to truly make a difference.
New and committed voters
are desperately needed, be
cause the nation-wide voter
turnout has been steadily de
creasing through the years.
Turnout for voters be
tween the ages of 18 and 24 has
dropped from 50 percent to 32
percent since 1970. This makes
young voters key to turning
this rapid downward trend in
the right direction.
The front-running candi

dates for president are Repub
lican George W. Bush and his
running mate, Dick Cheney,
and Democrat A1 Gore and his
running
mate,
Joseph
Lieberman. Another contender
is Ralph Nadar, a third party
candidate for the Green Party.
During the first few
months of campaigning, it ap
peared Bush was rolling out the
red carpet for an easy walk to
the White House.
According to more recent
polls, Gore's popularity is ris
ing, and a heated race is clearly
upon us.
The most sought after
and key state in a presidential
campaign is California. Its
popularity is due to its enor
mous population and large per
centage of votes in the Elec
toral College.
California, as a whole,

leans toward Democratic can
didates. Southern California is
known for its fluctuating tastes
and narrow margins of victory
for candidates.
New voters could make a
big differencethis year because
the outcome in San Diego
County is fairly uncertain at
this time.
Based on the numbers of
booths, tables and wandering
representatives around campus
this month, students appear to
have abundant and active en
couragement to vote and get
involved in the elections.
While these booths promote
voter registration, no one will
know if University students are
truly interested until November
7.
The University, along
with other colleges, chooses to
be politically active on cam

pus.
"I'm going to vote this
year because I know that ev
ery vote makes a difference,"
said freshman Alana Turoff. "I
try to look up the issues my
self and not go by the informa
tion the media gives to make
my decisions."
The new politically aware
MTV election coverage has
also helped increase college
students' participation in the
presidential elections.
MTV's newly formed in
terest in young voters has
urged teens to "Rock the Vote"
and begin a life-long habit of
voting.
Special coverage of the
national conventions is given
to teens, and they are encour
aged to log on to the website,
chooseorlose.com.
Many new websites this

year offer online voter regis
tration. For a local number to
register or to help with getting
an absentee ballot, call (619)
694-3400 or 565-5800. The
last day to register is October
13th.
For now, a positive energy
about the election is evident on
campus. The country awaits
the outcome of November 7,
where not only a new President
will be elected. The values and
political awareness of college
students will be discovered
through their turnout at the
polls.
"College kids should vote
because they represent a voice
that often goes unheard in the
national political spotlight,"
said freshman Chris Gordon.
"A vote is a voice spoken, thus
by voting the college voice can
be heard."

WORKING FOR THE

VISTA CHANGED MY LIFE
CALL ME (619) 260-4584.
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Emily Palm • StaffWriter

For the past fifty-one
years, the University has only
had the facilities to host sport
ing events.
With the opening of the
Jenny Craig Pavilion, the Uni
versity will be able to host
large concerts, high-profile
speakers, and comedy acts.
The first big event
scheduled in the Pavilion will

be a concert by the Wallflow
ers on Thursday, November 9.
Tickets will go on sale to
the USD community at 10
a.m. on Monday, October 2
and will be priced at $25 each.
The general public will be
able to purchase tickets on
October 9 for $35.
USD community mem
bers will be allowed to buy a

maximum of four tickets with
their USD ID.
Associate Director of Stu
dent Activities, Susan Pay
ment notes that a turnout of
4,000 is expected for this first
event, with the majority of
attendees expected to be USD
students.
Associated Students Con
cert Director, Brooke Aylward,

1
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coordinates campus concerts.
Last year she brought both
Save Ferris and Ozo Matli to
the Sports Center.
"It shows that USD is
growing larger and is making
a name for itself," said sopho
more Jake Rasmussen.
Payment notes that the
students are excited because
having a major concert here at
the University "puts us in the
same league as other campuses-in the area."
"I think it's about time
we got the Jenny Craig Pavil
ion," said sophomore Lissette
Martinez, "because it didn't
seem fair that the other schools
had big singers."
Other students mentioned
the University's inability to
host large venues in the past.
"Sophomore Gracie
Lopez says that with Shiley
Theater as the only other fa
cility on campus the Univer
sity "needed a bigger place to
have these big events."
"I'm really excited that
the school is getting into main
stream artists, and I really
hope for Yanni to come next
year," said senior Shaun Flater
about the possibilities of larger
concerts in the future.
"I'm excited to see such
an amazing group as the Wall
flowers here at school," said
sophomore Sioma Waisburd.
Senior Jason Williams
likes the price of the Univer
sity sponsored concert. "It's
cheaper than (most off-cam
pus) concerts."
Sophomore Ryan Ferrev
thinks that the University
should focus more on the park
ing situation here and asked,
"Where are these concertgoers
going to park?"
AS is planning future
events for the Pavilion. "Our
plan right now is to do two to
three large-scale events per
semester," said Payment.
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Wanted: Designated Drivers
Margie Pierce • Special to the Vista

You can imagine my initial they enjoyed themselves. Foramusement when, upon ap tunately for everyone, the party
proaching 'Canes last Friday was broken up just as they were
night for the 'Back to School arriving and the two girls were
Party', I witnessed two girls at forced to accompany their vom
tempting to help another friend
iting friend back to the dorms by
stand, only to have her go limp default.
With the convenience of the
and fall flat on her face. The hu
mor of the situation ended College Cab and other taxi ser
abruptly when it became clear vices, it is common for college
that this poor girl wasn't merely students such as those men
tipsy, but was actually inebriated tioned to forego the route of a
to the point that she could not, designated driver in favor of ev
hold up her own head. The situ eryone drinking and having a
ation was not helped by the fact "good time." However, after
that the girl's friends had been witnessing and hearing stories
about adventures such as this, I
drinking as well.
Though their motor skills question whether there is more
were completely intact, the abil to the concept of a designated
ity of the girls to make rational driver than merely safe transpor
decisions became questionable tation back home.
While taxis prevent students
when they revealed their plan to
continue to the next party where from drinking and driving, they
they hoped to find their drunken cannot guarantee students a safe
friend a couch to crash on while night out and therefore should

back to school

Got ISIC?

Council
I S I C

Accepted at over 17,000 locations
worldwide.

It's your world at a discount!

ISIC AIRFARES
New York
$263
Tokyo
$392
Mexico City
$288
Costa Rica
$475
Honolulu
$315
London
$463
Miami
$229
Paris
$524
CST#108080-50

Work your way towards FREE
travel! Campus Intern needed
ASAP!
Contact smarr@counciltravel.com
953 Garnet Ave
San Diego CA 92109

858-270-6401
COUNCILSANDIEGO@COUNCILTRAVEL.COM

www.counciltravel.com

not be considered a favorable al
ternative to a sober friend. It is
true a taxi driver can get students
to their doorstep, but who is go
ing to make sure that student
makes it into bed without pass
ing out, injuring him or herself
or choking on his or her own
vomit?
Certainly not the other in
toxicated young men and
women. Because it is possible to
act normally even when not
thinking clearly, it is easy to for
get how much alcohol impairs
one's better judgement. Friends
who will do anything to protect
one another when they are so
ber become much less mindful
of each other's safety after a few
drinks.
For example, a few weeks
ago my friends took a cab to a
bar so that all three of them could
drink. Before the night was over

they had managed to spend the
money for their returning taxi
fare on alcoholic beverages. So
when it came time to go home,
in- their intoxicated state they
decided it would be okay to
catch a ride with some guys they
had just met at the bar.
While getting ready to
leave, one of the roommates got
detached from the group and was
left behind. Then, instead of tak
ing the two remaining girls
home, the guys decided to take
them back to their own place.
While my friends eventually ar
rived home safely, their outing
could have potentially been very
dangerous.
It is unsafe for anyone,
whether in a large group or a
small one, to be intoxicated in
public without an unimpaired,
sober thinker to watch their
back. Safety in numbers be
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O-Team rolls out the red carpet for new students

Melissa Navas •

StaffWriter

Hearts racing, hands
trembling, stomachs turning.
These are the feelings of new
students on move-in day.
1,000 new Freshmen and 400
transfer students joined the
ranks of over 6,000 Toreros
this Fall. Anxiety was strong
and expectations were high as
students embarked on their
new adventure.
Once the new students
have arrived, their impressions
of the University might be dif
ferent from the reality they en
counter. Since most of the
campus community has been
here at least one year, new stu
dents provide a valuable per
spective.
Every year returning stu
dents and staff prepare for a
new group of students from
near and far. The week before
classes began, Orientation
Week, "O-Week," was held to
help new students feel wel
come and become familiar
with the campus .
The Orientation Board,
made up of staff, faculty and
returning students, racked
their brains for months to pre
pare the activities and events
to plan for O-Week.
Students have different
reasons for choosing the Uni
versity for their college edu
cation. For some, the Catho

licity of the University was
important. For others, the va
riety of majors was the most
important factor in their deci
sion. Many agreed that the
smaller size of the University
made it more appealing.
"I love the city, the
beach and that USD is a small
school," said Charmela
Ignacio, a junior and transfer
student from Valencia, Cali
fornia. "I like teachers to
know who you are-that's im
portant," Ignacio said.
Lisa Meyer, a freshman
from Rancho Santa Margarita
Catholic High School said, "I
knew USD was a great school
with an education that has a
very good reputation."
While prospective stu
dents were weighing the posi
tives and negatives of the Uni
versity, the Orientation Team
prepared for the anticipated
craziness of O-Week. A boat
cruise for the freshman, ice
skating for transfer and inter
national students, and a ca
sino night for the whole
school are a few of the events
that took place.
The program addressed
issues like racism, sexism, and
date rape, which included an
emotional speech by Katie
Koestner about her own expe
rience of date rape.

An energetic and wildly
animated group of "O-Week"
leaders led the charge of new
students into the week's fes
tivities. Their goal: to make
the new students feel welcome
and acquainted with their new
surroundings.
So did the work of the
many people who involved
themselves with this project
pay off? The overall impres
sions of O-Week were mixed,
but mostly favorable.
"It was more about
meeting people than anything
else, but I definitely was wel
comed," said Jon Black, a
sophomore from Dansville,
California. "They helped me
unpack and they were pretty
cool."
Janel Moncada, a sopho
more transfer from Mount Sac
College said, "It was a posi
tive atmosphere and it was a
great way to meet a lot of
people. The activities were
really fun too."
The issue of racial/ cul
tural diversity was mentioned
on more than one occasion.
Heather Williams, from
the Bay Area in Northern Cali
fornia, had a strong opinion on
this issue. Coming from a
very diverse community and
hometown, she felt unease and
discomfort during her first

JULIA SCHNACK

Meet the stars: The Orientation Team spends months planning
during O-Week.

to show new students a good time

JULIA SCHNACK

All aboard: Orientation Board spent months planning to
welcome 1,000 freshmen and 400 transfer students.
week on campus.
"I felt disconnected, and
1 was very uncomfortable. It
made me feel distant from ev
eryone and it kept me from
meeting new people," she
said.
According to the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions,
65 percent of the student popu
lation is Caucasian and 35 per
cent is made up of other eth
nic groups, - 15 percent His
panic, 8 percent Asian, 4 per
cent African American, 1 per
cent Native American and 7
percent other.
The lack of diversity was
not apparent to some students
just by looking around cam
pus, but it was a concern for
others.
Some said that they ex
pected the campus to be this
way and others say it is a hard
pill to swallow when looking
at the predominantly Cauca
sian student population.
Although no expectations
were cast upon the University,
the lack off diversity was defi
nitely noticed.
Of all the different per
spectives on life at the Univer
sity, one question remained:
how has the experience been
so far? A similar sentiment
was voiced by the news stu

dents.
"It is overwhelming at
first," when you don't know
anyone, Moncada said.
The smaller size of the
University might help ease the
awkwardness of meeting new
people and making new
friends.
"It is hard to meet people
because it's a smaller campus,
but you also recognize faces
easier and so far, the people
have been really nice," Ignacio
said.
Smaller class size allows
new students to get acquainted
with their professors inside of
the classroom and adds an el
ement of support to the study
environment.
"The teachers are cool and
the classes are not that bad,"
Black said.
The city, the weather and
the campus together make for
an ideal learning environment.
Although difficult to adjust to
at first, the University makes
an extra effort to welcome new
students and works to adapt to
their needs.
New students seem to
agree that the University gives
a strong, inviting and support
ive impression that makes the
change a little easier to handle.
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Cheating in an information age
Elizabeth Rabel
An introductory course in
philosophy, taught at USD this
past spring provided the stu
dents and their instructor an
unexpected lesson in a core
subject — ethics.
Adrienne
LylesChockley's Introduction to
Philosophy course was
plagued by deceitful activity
from her students and a local
web company, Versity.com.
Her notes and lectures were
published on Versity.com, a
college student resource page,
without her consent or desire.
Her students were being paid
for their notes by Versity and
were instructed by company
employees not to tell her of
their activities.
"Two Versity students
knew my schedule. Between
classes, while I left the room
to use the restroom, they snuck
into my class and told my stu
dents about Versity," LylesChockley said. "The Versity
students said they would pay
ten dollars a lecture for my
class notes and told my stu
dents 'don't tell Adrienne, she
already said it would be fine
and we don't want to bother
her.'"
According to LylesChockley, the students were
posting notes on the
Versity.com site since the first
day of the class. She discov
ered the activity late in the se
mester when students showed
her Versity promotional fliers
and told her about the course
postings.
By then, the trust between
students and instructor that
provides the basis for course
integrity, had deteriorated.
The course virtually shut down
after these practices were un
covered, Lyles-Chockley said.
"It ruined our class com
munity," said Lyles-Chockley.
"The classroom is a privileged
space; you can't just do what
ever you want." •

• Editor in Chief

PAULINA WESTERLIND

Lyles-Chockley intended
to publish course material in a
book but her material wasn't
copyrighted. By making the
material available online,
Versity put her intellectual
property at risk.
"Versity was specifically
deceitful." Lyles-Chockley
said. "They encouraged stu
dents to keep quiet from me."
To protect herself and stu
dents, Lyles-Chockley did not
share any more of her material
with her students.

The technology off
cheating
The face of cheating and
plagiarism has changed dra
matically with the growth of
the Internet. Students have ac
cess to sites which post lecture
material, term papers, and

study guides.
While much of this mate
rial is legitimate, some compa
nies, such as Versity, are pub
lishing material acquired ille
gally.
Term papers are now avail
able for most subject matters to
be purchased off the web. Sim
ply entering a valid credit card
number gives students access to
a finished paper.
When Lyles-Chockley dis
covered the cheating in her
classroom she contacted her
lawyers. Her material was
pulled off the web, but she was
not able to sue.
"My lawyers advised me
that the only way to win in a
lawsuit like this is to file a class
action lawsuit," LylesChockley said.
Approximately 11 other

professors' materials were
posted on Versity.com without
consent. The majority of the
courses represented were sur
vey general education require
ments.
The University's lawyers
filed a separate cease and de
sist order against Versity.com,
asking that they remove the
USD-related material from the
site. Versity has since taken
USD off the website.
Plagiarismis the "the in
tentional passing off of
another's ideas, words, or
work as one's own," accord
ing to the USD Academic In
tegrity Policy. It has more
forms than simply buying a
paper off the internet. Not re
cording sources of thoughts
and ideas contributes to plagia
rism as well.

"It's easy when search
ing on the internet to lose track
of a source," Patrick Drinan,
Dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences said. "The internet re
quires students to take more
care in attributing sources."
Collaboration creates a
new arena for plagiarism in
college courses. According to
Drinan, when students collabo
rate in team projects it creates
issues of who's work is who's.
If one member abuses the rules,
no one on the team knows their
work is plagiarized.
"Plagiarism used to be so
simple (to understand),"
Drinan said. "Now its more
difficult."

Motivated to cheat
There are a broad range
of factors which lead students
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mittee. No one was expelled or
suspended, these actions are
normally reserved for repeat
offenders, but the students did
face consequences for their
actions Dean James Gump
said.
The committee,shared by
the Associate Dean, considers
cases which violate the Aca
demic Integrity policy. This
committee contains one faculty
from the School of Arts and
Sciences, two faculty from
other schools, such as the
School of Business or Educa-

ouldn't want an
airline pilot or doctor
to cheat their way
through school.
That's true for any of
Patrick Drinan, Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences
Cheating made easy: Techniques for cheating have changed drastically in the

less likely to
violate the
community.
ULINA
test, according to the USD Ad^
WESTERLIND
If there is
demic Integrity Policy booklet, no sense of community in the
At the same time, twenty per classroom, then students are
cent will.never cheat. The other more likely to take advantage
sixty percent are occasionally of it, Lyles-Chockley said.

last twenty years. Graphing calculators and computers allow students more options to
cheat and consequently make cheating easier and more attractive.

to cheating. The pressure to
succeed in the modern world
is attributed as one of these fac
tors.
Students are much busier
than in the past according to
Drinan. They are not only do
ing academic work, but work
ing for an income. Pressures are
greater for the students, even
with the trend of grade infla
tion.
"Grade inflation was
thought to reduce cheating,"
Drinan said. "However, even if
it's easier to achieve a good
grade, cheating rates have not
diminished."
Twenty percent of college
students in the United States
cheat frequently, whether is be
plagiarizing or cheating on a

tempted to cheat.
"I see people taking pride
in their work, but if the easy
way out is more glamorous,
people will do it," Brian
Frankovic, AS Vice President
of Academics said. "Its not as
much as at other universities,
but it still happens."
Motivation not to cheat
may be as strong of a factor as
the motivation to cheat, accord
ing to the USD Academic In
tegrity Policy booklet. If stu
dents are invested in an aca
demic environment based on
trust and integrity, they will be

Integrity at USD
An Academic Integrity
Policy was created in March
1985 by the Board of Trustees
to outline cheating and conse
quences. Professors have the
right to enforce their own poli
cies and are fully supported by
the University on their deci
sions, granted the instructors
determination is correct.
In the 1999 to 2000 aca
demic year, 20 cases of cheat
ing were reviewed in the
School of Arts and Sciences by
the Academic Integrity Com-

tion, and one student represen
tative.
Sanctions for actions
which violate the Academic
Integrity policy range from re
quirements to take additional
ethics courses to explosion.
There are four essential
components in an academic
community: trust, fairness, re
spect, and responsibility.
"It is not only faculty who
have a role in academic integ
rity — most importantly, stu
dents should take ownership of
it too," states the "Academic
Integrity at USD" booklet.
"In my experience, if you
help students to own their class
it teaches them not to cheat,"
Lyles-Chockley said. "Profes
sors have to be the authority
figure, but students have to see
the value."
Lyles-Chockley has been

using this model of student
ownership in her classroom and
finds it to work well in reliev
ing violations of academic in
tegrity.

Honor Codes:
Students stand
against cheating
The School of Arts and
Sciences and the Associated
Students are teaming up to
change the culture of cheating
at USD. An Academic Integrity
Steering Committee is being
formed to investigate the
University's readiness for a
student run honor code.
Schools who have honor
codes have half the cheating of
schools who do not, Drinan
said
"The committee is set up
to evaluate the mindset of the
student body to decide whether
we can handle an honor code,"
Frankovic said.
The current Academic
Integrity Policy only works on
the small problems that effect
the University. Implementing
an honor code would change
the entire culture, but it must
be embraced, Drinan said.
University of Virginia cur
rently uses an honor code to
reduce cheating. Their plan
uses students to expose cheat
ing and requires a strong dedi
cation from all students.
The proposed honor code
is only being investigated at
this point. It will'take a change
in the culture of USD over time
to implement this system. The
culture can't change overnight,
Drinan said.
The broad solution to
cheating is a focus on hard
work and integrity.
"Take pride in your work,"
Frankovic said. "Not only are
you gaining from the money
you invested in your education,
but you can also take away a
little bit of self-worth and
pride."

The Culture of Silence: Cheating
in an Information Age is the first
of a three part series focusing on
the unspoken issues and trends
at USD.
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TIME TO BECOME A LOCAL
Danielle Deblieux

• StaffWriter

Warmest welcome
get their early because park the San Diego Trolley line, Beach. Events throughout the
to all new USD students!
ing is limited.
making transportation to and year are often held at Cane's,
Although USD is a culture of
Pacific Beach - Lo from the games easy for almost most commonly small inti
it's own, there are definitely
cated just north of Mission everyone!
mate concerts and USD parties.
several hot spots that USD
The Beachcomber
Beach, Pacific Beach is more
Old Town (Just down
students frequent that make
layed back. It is referred to as (Mission Beach) - Located in the hill where Morena Boule
up a larger culture: San
vard ends) - Old Town San
Diego. Since USD will
Diego has some of the best
be your home for the up
restaurants (and margaritas)
coming years, let me
around. Be sure to check out
take a minute to take you
the Bazaar del Mundo, an
on a tour of the wonder
international marketplace of
ful world of San
sorts, as well. Although
Diego...please come
slightly on the touristy side,
along!
Old Town is a great place
S a n t a n a 's
to eat and walk around.
(1525 Morena Boule
Downtown - Down
vard) - Living in San Di
town San Diego is home to
ego provides access to
several high rise buildings,
the most authentic Mexi
hotels, the Convention Cen
can food north of the
ter, a new stadium being
border and Santana's is
built for the Padres, but
definitely authentic. The
most importantly, the
best part about it? It's su
Gaslamp District. The
KARA BRAN1FF
per cheap and open 24 Santana's: Junior Briana Dougherty enjoys a tasty lunch.
Gaslamp District gets
hours a day! Santana's
jammed on weekend nights
would probably not survive
"PB" by the locals. Several Mission Beach, the "Comber" because of the myriad of great
without the support of USD
USD students also make the is a favorite bar of USD stu restaurants and bars that are
students late on Friday and
more residential area of San dents. Thursday nights are the located there. Notably, the Spa
Saturday nights. They are fa
Diego beaches their home. In hottest and the salty beach at ghetti Factory is a favorite for
mous for their huge Califor
addition, PB offers some of mosphere will definantly chill USD students mostly because
nia burritos and delicious
the best vintage clothing your thrill to party. It is on the of its prices and the fact that
nachos. Going to Santana's is
shopping in San Diego with main drag along South Mis most meals include salad and
famous stores such as Aard- sion Boulevard.
like a part of being initiated
dessert! In the fall, the
The Pennant (2893 Gaslamp District is also the lo
varks and the Buffalo Ex
into the USD culture.
change. If you need a wig, Mission Boulevard) - Located cation of Street Scene, a week
JV's Taco Shop
boa, crazy boots, or outfits, go right near the Beachcomber, end of entertainment and food
(1112 W Morena Boulevard)
the Pennant is also a hot spot hosted by several local radio
- JV's offers a similar menu
to Garnet Ave. in PB.
Mission Bay Park- for the USD crowd!
to Santana's, but is nowhere
stations. Seaport Village offers
Cane's Bar and Grill several small shops and restau
near as trendy. With the ex
Mission Bay Park can be seen
ception of a drive thru and 24
from school, just behind the (3105 Ocean Front Walk) - rants right on the water, a great
hour a day availability, JV's
Immaculata. It is a great place Cane's is another bar of choice place to take Mom and Dad for
poses no real competition for
to go rollerblading, running, for USD students in Mission a visit. They usually offer live
sailing and many other activi
Santana's. Their food is de
ties. The Mission Bay Aquatic
cent and most importantly,
Center (1001 Santa Clara
cheap, but its more of a place
Place 858-488-1036) located
to go if you want to take food
on Mission Bay, offers several
to go and eat at home during
classes to USD students such
less festive hours.
as surfing, snorkling, and sail
Mission Beach ing, and for credit too! Most
Remember the MTV Beach
classes cost a fee and can be
House that rocked "So Cal"
signed up for through the
this summer? The water-front
registrar's office.
local was located right in the
Qualcomm Sta
heart of Mission Beach, near
dium
(9449
Friars Road, 619famous
Belmont
Park
the
641-3100)-The "Q,"as it is
roller coaster. Mission Beach
called, is home of the Padres
is a culture within a culture.
professional baseball team
If you go to visit one of the
and the Chargers NFL team.
many upperclassmen that call
PAULINA WESTERLIND
It is conveniently located on
Mission Beach their home,
Beachcomber's:" ft will chill your thrill to party on Thursday nights.

entertainment on the weekends
as well. Take a fun Pedicab ride
with the Old Bike Company
while visiting!
Balboa Park (Gen
eral Information: 619-2390512) - Balboa Park is home
to several museums (you know,
those places your parents
dragged you to when you were
younger.) These museums in
clude the Aerospace Museum,
Automotive Museum, Mu
seum of Man, Museum of Art
and the Natural History Mu
seum. You should definitely
take a chance to check out
Balboa Park and all it has to
offer!
Sea World-(500 Sea
World Drive 619-226-3901)
Located practically in our
backyard, Sea World is a land
mark of San Diego. It is defi
nitely worth visiting at least
once during your USD career.
The San Diego Zoo
(619-234-3153) - The Zoo is
located right near Balboa Park
and is tons of fun! Be sure to
check out the new baby panda
they have on display!
Old Globe Theater
(Box Office: 239-2255) - The
Old Globe Theater is located
in Balboa Park. The Old Globe
hosts several different theatri
cal presentations throughout
the year. The Old Globe part
ners with USD's Theater De
partment, thus featuring USD
MFA students in several of
their productions.
There are endless
places to explore in San Diego,
visit as many as possible.
While there is always schoolwork, meetings, and other pri
orities first, the off-campus cul
ture will always add thrill and
adventure to the USD experi
ence. In the midst of figuring
out your classes and getting
settled into your environment,
you will undoubtedly find your
own 'hot spot' in San Diego.
Until then, visit these attrac
tions in your spare time and
most of all, make the most of
your college years!
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More sick and twisted than ever
Katie McDonald

• StaffWriter

Welcome to Spike
and Mike's Sick and Twisted
Festival of Animation. A fes
tival in which comic geeks,
consumer whores, and ren
egade hipsters can join forces
and collectively swoon for a
short time, with the ability to
forget the outside world and
all its concrete standards. A
raunchy celebration of souls,
both real and animated, the
festival oozes wit and sweats
charm.
Set at the amiable and
pristine La Jolla Museum of
Contemporary Art, Spike and
Mike's is an off-the-wall event
to be held at such a location.
It is as though a
parallel universe overwhelms
the prestige at night— replac
ing the Van Gogh and
Picasso's with the Beavis and
Butthead's, the wine with
cheap beef, and
Generation Dead with Gen
eration X...contemporary art
my friends.
The festival opens
with an overwhelming amount
of latex. Balls the size of
boulders are thrust at the au

dience, who is subsequently
told to go crazy and
"kick the sh— out of them."
With the audience
riled and ardent, the festival

Leave all qualms about politi
cally correctness aside. Aban
don all hope, ye who enter
here. Once you reach this
point, there is no turning back.

Angry Kid: Learns a lesson on the facts of life.
begins. If you're thinking
that it can't get better than five
hundred grown adults groping
latex balls, it actually can.
Wait...
Ladies and gentle
men, welcome to Spike and
Mike's sick and twisted world.

Thank you for coming and en
joy our ride.
"No Neck Joe" is the
opening cartoon. A cult favor
ite, this thirty second
blurb peeks into the pathetic
existence of a boy (Joe) who
has no neck (hence

the title). Alas, the short story
gives hope to those of mini
mal vertebrae—
if involved in a car crash there
would be no whip lash suf
fered. Skip ahead.
The "Angry Kid"
gets a Discovery
Channel education
about the Facts of
Life. Are you getting
the picture? These
are not Saturday
morning cartoon, we
are on the verge of
cartoon pornography.
Ringing true
to their roots, Spike
and Mike, the friends
who first showed you
"Beavis
and
Butthead" and "South
Park," did not fail to
d i s a p p o i n t .
"Sloaches
Fun
House" has been called,
"the sickest film EVER" and
it is probably is. Details are
not needed. Each
must experience it for himself.
A highlight of the festival
was the appearance of anima
tor Don Hertzfeldt, an aspir

ing Matt Groening-type.from
UCSB. Hertzfeldt's newest
feature, entitled,
"Rejected,"
was
soul
wrenchingly honest, cun
ningly amusing, and amaz
ingly individualistic. Whereas
old favorites, such as "Billy's
Red Balloon," in which a
red balloon attacks and kills its
small, defenseless owner,
were, at times, brilliant.
Trey Parker and Matt
Stone, the creators of "South
Park," commented that
"Spike and Mike are to anima
tion what salad dressing is to
sex." It can be said, from my
experience that Spike and
Mike's Sick and Twisted Fes
tival of Animation is a
quintessential experience.
Spike and Mike's
Sick and Twisted Festival of
Animation runs Friday and
Saturday nights through No
vember 18 at 9:30 p.m.
Museum of Contemporary
Art, La Jolla, 700 Prospect
Street. Tickets are $7.50 at the
door. For more information,
call 858-454-0267.

Coming Soon: Miramar Airshow 2000

Melissa Feldmeier

• StaffWriter

High-intensity entertain
ment and interesting military
exhibits is on the plate for the
annual MCAS Miramar Air
Show. October 13th through
the 15th, the show will feature
the Navy's foremost Flight
Demonstration Squadron (and
perhaps, foremost recruiting
agent), the Blue Angels. The
Air Show will also include
standing displays from heli
copters and the Blue Angels'
permanently assigned trans
port aircraft.
As the major attraction of
the weekend, the Blue Angels
will be exhibiting choreo
graphed aerobatic maneuvers
that are as thrilling as they are
dangerous. Anyone who has
ever seen an air show under
stands the feelings of amaze
ment and anxiety that can
overcome a spectator. The

Blue Angels'
jets, the sleek
and speedy F/
A-18 Hornets,
seem to barely
miss crashing
into each other
as they weave
in and out of
formation at
speeds of more
than
1,000
mph. Witness
ing the ease
and grace with
which the pi
lots perform
the death-de
fying maneu
vers can make
you grind your
teeth in appre
hension. Of
their forma
tions, the most

famous and excep
tional are the Dia
mond and Delta for
mations.
Without a doubt,
the Blue Angels per
formances are the Air
Show's key attrac
tion. There are many
more demonstrations
planned during the
show including the
Army's
Golden
Knights Parachute
Team and a B-2 Spirit
Stealth Fighter pre
sentation. On the fi
nal eve of the
Miramar Air Show, a
grand fireworks ex
travaganza is planned
and will be accompa
nied by the San Di
ego Symphony.
All these excit

ing events may seem like pal
try entertainment compared to
the Great Wall of Fire attempt
that will take place on the fi
nal evening. Says Irma
Malabanan, the Marketing
Director for the MCCS De
partment at Miramar, "The
Explosive Ordinance and Dis
posal Team will be attempting
to light a 2500ft Great Wall of
Fire and break the present
Guinness Book World Record.
It will be really neat."
Go to the show, not only
to view the truly spectacular
demonstrations Miramar has
in store for you, but also for
quietly amusing yourself with
the inevitable "oohs" and
"aahs" from the crowd, which
is expected to number in the
thousands. For tickets to the
Miramar Air Show, call
Ticketmaster. 220-TIXS
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•5 is 5 too many CD Critiques
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Rachel
tachel Demy
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• Staff

Writer I am very skeptical of
any music group that chooses
to name themselves after a
2,000 mile long stretch of free
way, but my feelings of skep
ticism quickly turned to cyni
cism as I began to notice the
group's uncanny resemblance
to the Spice Girls.
Apparently the New
Kids on the Block fad is far
from over as the music indus
try continues signing these
"wannabe" groups, or should
I say groupies? Being an 80's
child like most of you, I hold
a special place in my heart for
NKOTB, but to relive fluores
cent spandex and acid wash in

m
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the fnrm
form of
white tube tops With lyrics
like "Baby you can
and vinyl bellbottoms is a little touch my... If I can get a taste
too much for me to handle.
of your..." you can expect for
i5 thought it might be 45 minutes that you are going
tbo

wise to begin their album with
a song called "Ladidi Ladida",
which sounds like a mixture
of Christina Aguillera's "Ge
nie in a Bottle" and the Spice
Girls' "Spice Up Your Life."

to be warped into a world of
lollipop rock where Justin
Timberlake reigns as the King
of the World.
So if you feel like be
ing subjected to sassy pink
bubble gum, tube tops, and a
little bit of the "right stuff"
from Baby, Scary, or Posh
Spice, feel free to pick up your
very own copy of i5's selftitled album. Of course, if that
idea sickens you like it does
me, buy the CD and play a
little Ultimate Frisbee with itt
instead.

Horrorscope bids good news
Amy Williams

> Staff

>^^ipubtedly, Eve 6's lead
vocalist Max Collins is a
songwriter of unique ability,
and his lyrics are one of the
best features of their creative

n e w a1b u m
"Horrorscope".
His lyrical style is
original and he
creates complex
menageries of
rhyme that seem
nonsensical, but
create a good rep
resentation of his
ideas
and
thoughts.
The music on
the CD offers
classic guitar
rythms and drum beats, but for
the most part it sounds like
conventional rock. If it wasn't
for Collins' unique lyrics, as
with most Eve 6 albums, this

album would not stand out .
"Promise" immediately acts
out as the most radio worthy
song on the album with lyrics
like, "I spit and stutter stuff
and clutter worries in my wor
ried corner Maladjusted just
untrusted rusted sometimes
brilliant busted thoughtsthink
I'll stay for a while I'm in
trigued." "Prorpise" is simi
lar in style to their previous
hits "Inside Out" and "Leech."
If you already are the hugest Eve 6 fan ever, you will
definantly like the album.
Not to worry, its no horror.
And already out in stores, so
hurry and go get your very
own custom "horrorscope."

This Mest can't be cleaned up
Amy Williams

• Staff

WrWfl5en I first saw the cover
of the Mest "Wasting Time"
CD, I thought it was going to
be well, a waste of my time.
The cover featured each band
member paired with a midget
woman, posing against a
backdrop of a dirty oceanthemed room. Listening to the
CD, unfortunantly confirmed
my first impression.
Their song, "What's the
Dillio?" recently has polluted
the radiowaves. Their sound
is generally upbeat and care

free, similar to MxPx
mixed with Goldfinger,
only Mest lacks an origi
nal style. In other words,
Mest is poppy-sounding
punk with a hint of ska.
The album is com
posed of 3-minute songs
that are short and catchy,
but lack substance.
"Wasting Time" is not
as freaky as Guar, but
the album did consis
tently lack the distinctness
and originality that makes the

$$Cashworthy$$

New Amsterdams Never You Mind

While many might think these guys are crybabies, I find it very
relaxing to be exposed to some un-macho, nice guy types. Don't
assume this album is meant to target women, for It Is merely for
those guys that are man enough to admit that girls and everyday
troubles affect them. So for the emo-lover, the sensitive man,
and the vegetarian in all of us, the album "Never You Mind"
caters to the nostalgia that most of us try to cover up.

-Rachel Demey, Staff Writer

Sunna One Minute Silence

Sunna is a British band...think Nirvana meets Nine-Inch
Nails. Their debut album, "One Minute Science" is to
tally awesome and already in stores! They have extreme
songs that you can jump up and down and freak out to
like "Power Struggle." On the other hand, Sunna offers
mellow ballads like "I miss" that you can just chill to
while letting the entrancing melody and soothing strings
ebb
through
your
soul.

-Abenicio Jon Cisneros, Staff Writer

Jessica Riddle Key of a Minor
At first, I thought Jessica Riddle was going to be another
Fiona Apple knock-off, but I kept an open mind when I popped
it into my CD player. Her album, "Key of a Minor", turned
out to be young and lively, with a style like Paula Cole. The
spirit in her lyrics mimics that of Tori Amos and Ani Difranco,
only from a younger point of view. You may have heard her
single "Even Angels Fall," but to be honest, it is not a good
representation of the album as a whole. Whether your evening
consists of a romantic date or simply lounging in the tub, Jes
sica Riddle's "Key of a Minor" will help you relax and/or set
the mood. Guys, if you want to earn a few points with the
ladies, pop in the CD and askher to dance. Ladies, if you want
to feel empowered by your independence, listen to this at maxi
mum volume.

-Rachel Demy, Staff Writer

ff W Trashworthy VW
Jeff Arundel Mood Ring

If you like your classic rock without the kick, or your soul with
out the soul, then Jeff Arundel is for you. This CD is full of rock
and roll rhythms that lack the bang of a band, and Arundel's
singing is rather frightening. The only saving grace of this al
bum is Arundel's heartfelt lyrics. Oh! Maybe there's another,
the last track "Girl" is mellow and smooth.

-Abenicio Jon Cisneros, Staff Writer

Snake River Conspiracy Sonic Jihad

legendary music stand out.
And what's with the midget
fetish?

Snake River Conspiracy is a mix between Garbage and Nine
Inch Nails. SRC uses electronic effects to create a fairly heavy
sound in their music. The sound has an entrancing quality
and many of the songs were simple in structure and repeti
tion. The interesting sounds created and inserted into the songs
were probably the best aspect of the album but sometimes
the sound effects became tacky and overbearing. The lyrics
did not stand out particularly and were littered with profani
ties. The group covers the Cure's "Lovesong" in addition to
"How Soon is Now," neither of which express the emotional
quality of the original songs. I wouldn't recommend this al
bum, even to people who like electronic music.

-Amy Williams, Staff
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THE ONLY THING

orts?

Managing Editor

Going back to school does not
simply mean going back to class.
Sports, among other extracurricular ac
tivities, are guaranteed to draw the av
erage college student away from their
academics.
When athletes are not competing
they are practicing for, and recovering
from, competition. Student athletes are
constantly balancing their conflicting
regiments of body and mind.
The pressure to sacrifice aca
demics for athletics does not only ef
fect the student athlete. Any student that
fails to do homework because of Mon
day Night Football has caved to the
sporting appeal.
Athletics play an integral role in
all life, on and off campus.
The athletic influence is inescap
able. Sports are a global enterprise
whose sphere of influence has moved
from the Olympians of ancient Greece
to our contemporary hopefuls gathered
in Sydney.
As the world grows increasingly
smaller, due to technological advance
ment and population spurts, the athletic
endeavor to compete will become more
and more competitive. Russians are
playing baseball, while the Japanese are
picking up golf clubs.
Basketball became such a com
petitive event that the United States be
gan sending NBA stars to the Olympics
just to stay ahead of the rest of the globe.
Eventually, even the Dream Teams
won't be able to steamroll international
competitors.
Why sport? The sporting influ
ence is immeasurable, unavoidable, and
boundless. The recent rise of female
athletics makes that influence borderless
as well.
How did athletics become so sig
nificant? What makes grown men paint
their faces and shout obscenities over
the outcome of a ball game? Have the
games always had this power over hu
manity or have we renovated our pri
orities?
Over the course of the semester,
the sports section will examine these
issues and more in an attempt to answer
the question of "why sport?" Aside
from the Vista's normal coverage of
Torero competition and Intramurals we
will publish a three-part series of essays
examining the power of athletics and the
present state of sport.
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Home sweet home
Mens soccer nets two home wins over in-state rivals

Msghan McCormick • Sports Writer
The prayers of the men's Conley, put pressure on Fresno to dominate in the first half
soccer team must have been an St.
with possession of the ball and
swered during the mass of the
At the beginning of the sec overall aggression.
Holy Spirit as they improved ond half Bulldogs goalie Mat
The second half was a dif
their record to 5-1 after this thew Heisser was awarded a red ferent story. With the sun now
weekend's wins
card for his at in the eyes of Northridge, and
over both Fresno
tempt to place the strong defensive efforts by
State and Cal
ball outside of the Kellen Hiroto, the Toreros took
State Northridge
goalie box. Fol control. Off an assist, from
at Torero Sta
lowing the goalie Matt McCausland, Garrett
dium.
rotation, Scott Turk sent a shot from 12 yards
"Pieces of
Burcar scored off out that found its way into the
brilliance, but as
a cross from back of the net.
Alex
a whole we still
Suazo to open the Romangnolo followed with a
have a lot of
game wide open. breakaway goal on an assist
Coiner would fol from Reeves to give USD a 2work to do",
low with his sec 0 win.
captain Miguel
ond goal of the
Suazo said in
"Every home game is a
reference to USD's perfor game as he emerged through a must win game," Ryan Coiner
mob of defenders to send a shot said when asked about his
mance.
Neither team had goals in from 15 yards out into the goal. overall view of the games this
the first half by leaving room for Eric Wunderle added another weekend.
improvement and intensity, but goal late on an assist from Sy
In both games USD took
like the fog that settled over the Reeves to give USD a 5-1 vic twice as many shots on goal
stadium, USD players took over tory.
and earned half as many fouls
Sunday's match versus as the opponents, showing the
whelming possession of the ball.
Outstanding offensive ef Northridge left the same im true efforts made by the team.
forts were turned in by forwards pression on the opponent's face
Ryan Coiner, who scored to be as they plowed through to an Men's soccer uses their head to gain
gin the second half, and Tyler other win. Northridge seemed two victories this gast weekend

"Every
home
game is a
must win."
-Ryan Coiner

E D U A R D O SALLOUTI

Dissappointing tournament for volleyball
Third place finish, Robertson's injury, ruin team's weekend
Jenny Perry

• News Editor

If you're a volleyball fan
and you weren't at the Sports
Center last weekend, you
missed out on an intense USD
Invitational Tournament.
The University of San Di
ego volleyball team hosted
their annual preseason tourna
ment v/ith Georgetown Univer
sity, Hofstra University, and
Michigan State University, all
taking part in round-robin play.
Despite major setbacks, the
Toreros went home with a third
place finish.
"We were really prepared
physically for the tournament
but in order to win, a team has
to be both mentally and physi
cally prepared. We broke down
mentally, and that's why we

lost," junior Lindsey Lampert
said.
During Friday night's
match against Georgetown, jun
ior Debra Robertson tore her
ACL while jumping to spike the
ball. Robertson's foot collapsed
on the umpire's stand and she
fell to the ground in excruciat
ing pain.
This was the Toreros first
match of the tournament but it
was the last of Robertson's sea
son. Due to her injury, the AllWCC player will be lost for the
rest of the season and plans on
redshirting.
When asked about her vol
leyball career at USD,
Robertson's outlook was posi
tive.

"I'm going to petition to
get my year back, and then I'll
have two more years of eligi
bility," Robertson said.
"This year's team is
young, so I'm still excited
about our season."
The loss of Robertson
wasn't the only obstacle that
USD faced in their 3-0 loss to
Georgetown. "Our skill was
equal with Georgetown, but we
didn't play as a team," junior
Ali Martin said.
Despite USD's loss to
Georgetown, the Toreros came
back fighting in their second
match against the Hofstra Fly
ing Dutchwomen. Sophomore
Noel Frohman's powerful
spikes and junior Ali Martin's

presence at the net helped lead
their team to a 3-0 victory.
"Everyone stepped up and
together made a complete team
effort," Martin said.
USD was unable to main
tain their intensity on Saturday
night when they fell to the #17ranked Michigan St. Spartans
3-0 in the tournament finale.
"We started off slow and
had a rough weekend, but we
played a tough match against
Michigan. We did what we
were there for and that's what
counts," senior Adrian Frediani
said.
"Our team is young, but we
have a ton of great athletes, and
we have great potential to ex
cel this year."

Upcoming Games
Football

vs. Menlo College
Sat. Sept. 23
@ 7p.m.
Volleyball vs. Fresno St.
Thur. Sept. 21
@ 7p.m.
vs. SE.Missouri
Fri. Sept. 22
@ 2p.m.
M. Soccer vs. Point Loma
Thur. Sept.21
@ 7p.m.
.
vs. UNLV
Sun. Sept.24
@ 3:30p.m.
W. Soccer vs. LBSU
Fri. Sept. 22
@ 7p.m.
vs. UCLA
Sun. Sept.24
@ 1p.m.
vs. Hawaii
Cross
country
(women)
Fri. Sept. 22
TBA
vs. UC Riverside
Sat. Sept. 23
TBA
* All home games in italics
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Save $§
Get great deals on ski &
snowboard equipment
and discount lift tickets!!
Escape the winter blues.
Shi and board with other
southern California college
students — challenge your
friends in races and freestyle
competitions held
December thru April at

Mammoth Mountain.
All abilities
— expert to novice —
welcome!!
Call toll-free
877-326-3151

www.sccsc.com

Collegiate Snowsport Conference
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Yanchulova's volleyball career comes to an end
Loss to Cuba ends Torero graduate's medal hopes
Jeff Seeker

• Sports Editor

Petia Yanchulova, a 1999 graduate and
arguably the greatest volleyball player in
school history, was eliminated from Olym
pic competition this past week after a 15-3
loss to Cuba.
Petia, who was competing with her
sister Tzvetelina for their native Bulgaria,
went 1-2 in the Beach Volleyball Competi
tion that was highlighted by a 17-15 win
over the 11th ranked Netherlands.
After getting off to an early 7-0 lead,
the Netherlands battled back to take the lead
13-12. The Yanchulova sisters got it to
gether and eventually pulled out the 17-15
victory as Petia led the way with four aces.
The Bulgarians began Olympic play
with a 15-3 loss to Brazil, which is one of
the premier teams in the world on Septem
ber 16th. This loss forced the Yanchulovas
to win the remainder of their games in order
to advance to the final round of 16.
Petia, a two-time college All-Ameri
can, owns practically every volleyball record
at USD. The two-time WCC Player of the
Year and 1999 WCC Defender of the Year
holds the career mark for kills (1,892), digs
(1,341), and attack percentage (.388).

Photo courtesy of Sports' Information

Torero Soccer seeks revenge
NCAA tourney loss still fresh in women's minds
Jeff Seeker

COUNTER ATTENDANTS
AND MANAGERS
!

* F u I i or Part-time
• Day & Evening Shifts
• Flexible Scheduling
• Competitive Wages
• Free Employee Meals
• Paid Vacations
• Grease-free Environment
• Partial Tuition Reimbursement
Apply in person at:
PT. LOMAAREA
3760 Gaines St

| (on Rosecrans, next to McDonald's Express)

i

(619) 574-0906

1122 Morena Blvd.
(619)2756999

MISSION VALLEY
5608 Mission Center Road
(In the Ralphs Center)

(619)497-0971
Management applicants,
fax your resume to;
(619) 688-9291

• Sports Editor

The University of San Di
ego women's soccer team has
an opportunity to seek retribu
tion of last year's NCAA Tour
nament loss as the #6-ranked
UCLA Bruins come to town
this Sunday.
The Bruins knocked the
Toreros out in the 2nd round of

the playoffs a season ago after record
ing a 2-1 win. The loss is a bit of a
sore spot with USD players as last
year's team was widely considered one
of the best in school history.
"We have more talent on the
field than we've had in the past couple
of years. Our team is ready to win af
ter a tough weekend in Utah. We can

definitely pull off a win this weekend,"
junior goalie Caley Cook said.
UCLA owns a 4-1-2 all-time se
ries advantage and is riding a five-game
winning streak. The Toreros, however,
are coming off a tough road-trip in the
state of Utah where they saw their per
fect 4-0 record fall with two losses to
Brigham Young and Utah University.

Sports Highlights
Football
Senior quarterback Mike Stadler added to his record career by finishing 25-for-46 for 317 yards and 2 touch
downs in a 36-20 loss to Brown University.
Stadler, who returned for the 2000 campaign after sitting out last season with a knee injury, connected with
wide receivers Mark Pappas (6 catches for 66 yards) and Matt Hackett (5 catches).

Cross-Country
The Torero men finished 11th out of 15 teams at the 57th Aztec Cross Country Invitational at Balboa Park.
Sophomore transfer, Antonio Lopez, paced USD with a 6th place finish. Teammate Brennen Taylor was the next
closest finisher as he placed 36th overall.
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EXTRA

YOUR TOTAL PURCHASE
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase Valid at any Mervyn's California' store
Coupon cannot be used to purchase gift certificates, gift cards, or be applied as payment
on a Mervyn's California* account Coupon void it copied Limit one coupon per guest

Scan for tracking purposes only

Not redeemable for cash Coupon valid August 21 -October 8, 2000
Transaction procedure: Scan merchandise Press discount key Override discount to 10%.
Scan coupon Complete transaction
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Save an extra 10% on anything in our store. Even sale and clearance items. Plus, if you apply for a
Mervyn's California® card and are approved, you'll receive a new account discount good for
15% off a future purchase. Now that's a cut even your teachers would approve of.

The Mervyn's California® card.
with the rani that saves you moiv.

The Mervyn's California* card is issued by Retailers National Bank, an affiliate of Mervyn's California?
Subject to credit approval. You must be of legal age to apply.
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For the store nearest you, call 1-800-M-E-R-V-Y-N-S or visit mervyns.com.
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IMRec Intramurals & Recreation
Your Ticket to Athletic Stardom...Without Ail the Hassle!!

Get your kicks

Kevin
"lntramurals.com is
the biggedy bomb."

Tortfeasors and Pink Panthers look to
continue speed soccer domination
Rob Humkey • Soccer

Another year of IM sports tougher. Last year's team to beat
is getting set to kick off with was the Pink Panthers, who tore
the time honored Canyon through league play and then
Field as the venue for one of handled the then defending
the year's most anticipated champs in the tournament finals.
sports, speed soccer. Tradi They did all this as a freshmen
tionally, speed soccer is one team, so the question is can new
of the four largest sports in freshmen team handle the chal
league play and this season lenge?
will be no exception. Last
This year's speed soccer sea
year the men's league had 24 son should be one of the best yet.
teams whilethe women's side Sign ups for the league end to
showed an impressive eight morrow at 5pm so find the booth
teams.
in front of the UC or stop by the
The defending champs for IM office and get your team reg
the guys, the Tortfeasors, istered. Teams can have 12-16
was a law school team whose players with a team fee of $25.
return is questionable, leav Speed soccer kicks off on Sep
ing this year wide open for tember 26 and runs for five
anyone strong enough to step weeks, plus playoffs, on Tues
up. However, on the ladies days and Thursdays starting at
side things might be a bit 7pm.

IMREC

Last year's IM Champions were skilled enough to play with two
soccer balls!

This page is brought to you in part by your good friends at
the Intramurals and Recreation Office, a division of
University of San Diego Athletics, made possible by the
wonderful people at the Vista
.For more information contact the IM/Rec office.

(619) 260-4601
Sports Center
(behind the Powerade machine)

(top center) The styles change,
but the popularity of 3x3 B-Ball
never does!
(bottom left) Dr. Oz knows
something you don't!
(bottom right) "When we put
our fingers like this, it means
we're happy!!"

IMREC

Entries Close Next Friday (9/29) For:

Co-Rec Softball
Co-Rec Innertube Water Polo
SgiHjp now arid don't nxssout. Softball wBmnyou about $30 a teamwhie
InnertLbe Wbter Mo wi set you backa measely $20 a team.Teams that
i^ister eartyarxjpay ther entry fees are scheduled first ffyou wait too long,
the times that you are avraiabletoplay may beateady taken. Before you come
to sign yoirtBam up find out when they can aid cannot play. Registration may
be completed beginning Monday, Sep. 25 through Friday the 29nd at 5pm. The
IM Departmentaooepts check or cashfor enbyfiees.
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4 on the Floor confident they will
add another championship T-shirt
to their wardrobe
Kristen Strough • Volleyball
All that beach volleyball
during the summer will finally
pay off. There happens to be
many students who practiced
all summer solely in hopes of
winning the USD intramural
Co-Rec volleyball league!
Their quegt for the champion
ship will begin this Wednesday
night when the 2000 Co-rec
Volleyball league begins.
The league will run for 4
weeks starting Sept 20 and
then playoffs will begin. It is
then that ultimate goal of win
ning the championship (which
is really all about getting the
T-shirt so you can wear it
around campus) will be ful
filled. There are two divisions,
A(competetive)
&
B(recreational), to make the
competition a bit more excit
ing Thp games will only run
on Wednesday nights from 7
to 11 so make sure that you
know when your team is play
ing each week! Believe me,
you don't want to forfeit! It
tends to severly irritate the
other team and the rest of the
IM staff.... That's scary!
The defending champs

4 on the Floor are going to be
a tough team to beat.... Yes they
are back!! They have won the
championship 2 out of the last
3 semesters and so the other
teams are looking for some re
venge. If you're not on a
team,not to worry - there are
two (yes two) volleyball
leagues next semester. So
come up to the gym (the old
one) and play some volleyball,
come support your friends, and
have some fun!! See you next
week!!

Defending champs 4 on the Floor (all five of them) stole somebody's
crutch right after winning their T-shirts last year. No action was taken,
and no one was seriously injured.

Floor hockey legends Little Men/Big Sticks (circa 1993)

IM legends
photo gallery
Dean Woodward • Intramurals
Each year over three-quar
ters ofthe students here at USD
participates in the Intramural
program. Some of them pass
through the program unnoticed,
while others leave a lasting im
pression.
Sparkiling personalities,
outstanding athletic perfor
mances, or a great deal of brown
nosing are a few of things that
get our attention up here at the
IM office. To pay tribute to
these legends, and to show you
who they are, we have erected
a photo gallery just below this
article. You may recognize
many of the faces here because
at one time they were normal
students just like you. It was
only through intramurals that
they have become "larger than
life," a la the Backstreet Boys—
oniy not as widely disliked.
On the other hand, you may
not recognize some of the faces
here. This is because our list of
legends stretches beyond a mere
year or two. That's right, there
are USD IM Legends from the
days of yore—the seventies and
eighties. While it may seem dif
ficult to grasp the concept that
we are not the first wave of ath
letes that played Ultimate
Frisbee or Innertube Water

1st Annual OTL Champs: Stadler, Van Dusen, Chi ng, Gouveia

Polo, the sad truth is that we
weren't. This photo gallery
pays tribute to the pioneers of
yesteryear, the phenoms of
yesteday, and the stars of to
day and tomorrow (metaphori
cally speaking).
Due to space constraints,
only a few pictures were able
to make the cut this week. If
we have difficulties filling
space next week, we will re
turn with more pictures of our
favorite IM legends. For now
though, I'd like to draw your
attention to Angie, our IM
Legend photo gallery mascot.
Her picture is located just
above the headline. Hopefully
she has graduated or is spend
ing the semester abroad so that
she doesn't see this picture and
make us remove it. She is one
ofthe many, many people who
have participated in IMs and
met tons of people.

Old school basketball legends Regis and Kathy Lee Smith

college bookstore

e campus.com

